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I. INTRODUCTION
Liquid crystalline phases formed in suspensions of highly anisometric, i.e., elongated or flat, colloidal particles have been the subject of intensive study over the past few decades [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Among these particles, filamentous virus particles, such as tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) and fd virus, are particularly interesting because, unlike most other types of colloidal particle, they are very monodisperse [4] , which makes them a suitable model system to compare with theory and simulation. (See, however, the recent work of the group of Van Blaaderen on monodisperse silica rods [7] .) Onsager [8] showed that the isotropic-to-nematic phase transition in dispersions of long hard rods, i.e., rods interacting via a harshly repulsive, steric interaction, can be driven by entropy alone. Indeed, aqueous dispersions of fd virus, TMV, and DNA do form a (chiral) nematic phase at sufficiently large concentration [9] [10] [11] [12] . It has also been predicted (based on an Onsager-like theory) that at large packing fraction, parallel hard rods form a smectic-A phase [13] . Frenkel and collaborators did indeed find a smectic phase of hard rods in their simulations, showing that excluded-volume effects can give rise to complex phases [14] . A stable smectic-A phase in dispersions of fd virus, TMV, highly monodisperse poly(γ -benzyl L-glutamate), and silica rods has been observed experimentally [7, [15] [16] [17] .
Recently, Grelet found that filamentous fd virus particles of length and width 880 and 7 nm, respectively, and a persistence length of about 2.8 μm, self-organize into a columnar phase in water at high concentrations [18] . This columnar phase has a polydomain ("powder") structure characterized by grain boundaries. The size of the domains, which can be estimated from optical textures obtained by polarizing microscopy, measures from about 10 to 100 virus particle lengths. X-ray * m.s.naderi@tue.nl scattering patterns of monodomains turn out to show a sixfold symmetry with peaks that have substantial tails, indicative of a hexatic rather than hexagonal order. The hexatic structure is characterized by quasi-long-range sixfold orientational and a short-range translational order resulting from the presence of topological defects, presumably caused by the chiral nature of the particles [19, 20] .
The reason why fd virus particles form a columnar phase at high concentrations remains poorly understood. Theoretically, particle bending flexibility can destabilize the smectic phase and it has been suggested that for sufficiently flexible particles, this may lead to the formation of a columnar phase [21, 22] . However, in computer simulations of wormlike particles with varying flexibility, no indication of a stable columnar phase was found, at least for hard particles with aspect ratios up to 5.8 [23] . By applying a bifurcation analysis to the Onsager free energy for charged rods in strongly nematic states, Wensink found that a hexagonal columnar phase suppresses the smectic-A phase if colloidal rods are perfectly parallel and charged, and the Debye screening length is sufficiently large [24] . He also observed this in simulations using a Yukawa site model, where a strong alignment potential was applied to the particles. Interestingly, the hexagonal symmetry of the columnar phase vanished in the absence of this alignment field. Another study showed that for monodisperse parallel hard spherocylinders, the formation of the columnar phase strongly depends upon the system size [25] . A meta-stable columnar phase (with respect to a crystal phase) was found in simulations of infinitely long spherocylinders [26] . In computer simulations, a columnar phase is usually stabilized by making use of a length polydispersity of the particles [27, 28] . It has also been observed experimentally that polydisperse particles form a columnar phase at sufficiently high concentrations [29] .
Recent advances in experimental techniques have made it possible to probe the Brownian motion of individual particles in real space in dense liquid crystalline phases, including the nematic, smectic, and columnar phases. Käs and coworkers studied bending fluctuations and self-diffusion of actin filaments in dilute, semidilute, and concentrated F-actin solutions [30] . In 2003, the arrangement and dynamics of monodisperse β-FeOOH, selenium (Se), and nickel dimethylglyoxim (NDG) rods were studied in real space by optical microscopy [31] . Later, self-diffusion of filamentous virus particles in the nematic phase was studied by means of fluorescent microscopy techniques [32] . It was found, for instance, that the self-diffusivity along the main axis of the particles speeds up in the nematic phase compared to that in the isotropic phase. In the smectic phase, diffusion of particles along the main axis has been found to be a kind of hopping-type diffusion between smectic layers [33] [34] [35] , dictated by the temporary caging of particles by their direct neighbors and by the permanent self-consistent molecular field that they experience due to the presence of all the other particles [36] . Smectic phases of monodisperse silica rods also showed a hopping-type interlayer diffusive motion, albeit that in this case the layer-to-layer diffusion is slower than the in-layer diffusion [7, 37] . This unusual type of diffusion of particles in the smectic phase has been observed in computer simulations as well, highlighting the highly correlated nature of particle motion in congested phases [38] [39] [40] .
Due to the layered structure of the smectic phase, it is not surprising that a hopping-type diffusion between the layers has been observed. Interestingly, discrete jumps have also been found by Grelet et al. in the columnar phase of fd virus particles [41] . In this study, a small fraction of the virus particles were fluorescently labeled so that the position of the particles could be recorded over time. Their displacement along the director of the columnar phase, i.e., parallel to the column axes, shows sudden jumplike displacement similar to that found in the smectic phase. The distribution of jump lengths obtained from these experiments is bimodal with peaks on a half and a full particle length. This shows that in contrast to the jump length distribution in the smectic phase, which is peaked at about a full particle length, in the columnar phase there are two types of jump with characteristic lengths of a half or a full particle length.
One plausible explanation is that the full jumps may be associated with particle overtaking events and the half jumps are due to the reequilibration of particles in a column following a jump of a particle out of the column, e.g., into a defect. To investigate this, we recently performed Brownian dynamics simulations of hard particles confined by a cylindrically symmetric Gaussian potential that mimics the self-consistent field that particles in a column experience due to the presence of the other particles [42] . Our simulation results showed that overtaking events present themselves as full jumps only if the size of a column is sufficiently small. This is because in large systems the jumps are washed out by the large fluctuations in the motion of particles. Hence, the reason why these jumps are observed experimentally must be connected with the polydomain structure of the columnar phase of fd virus particles. We also performed simulations where a particle from the middle of a column is removed and the positions of its neighbors are tracked, and found that during reequilibration of the system, these particles move very fast compared to the self-diffusion time of single particles. Displacement of the neighbors after reequilibration turned out to be (on average) about a half particle length, confirming our hypothesis.
In our previous simulations, we considered only a single column so the influence of inter-column interactions was not taken into account. Here, we perform Brownian dynamics simulations of a hexagonal columnar phase of hard semiflexible filamentous particles to investigate other possible mechanisms that lead to half and full jumps. In order to prevent formation of the smectic phase, which appears to be the most stable phase for our particles at concentrations below which they crystallize and concentrations above which they form a nematic phase [23] , we apply a superposition of three periodic potentials in two dimensions. We find an interesting correlated closed-loop-like (or "vortexlike") motion of particles, similar to those observed in glassy states of spherical particles [43] . Among those particles involved in the correlated motion, some change columns at different positions and others stay in the same column engaging in full-length jumps. We perform simulations with two types of particles of equal length but different persistence length, and find that the number of jump events increases with increasing the particles' internal flexibility. This is in line with experimental observations on the wild-type fd virus and the mutant fdY21M virus, the latter of which is much stiffer [41] .
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we describe our simulation model and the way we analyze our simulation data. Section III is devoted to describing our finding of correlated stringlike displacement events involving particles in up to six columns. The influence of system size on these events is discussed in Sec. IV, where we also present our results for the Van Hove self-correlation function. In Sec. V, we discuss the effect of particle bending flexibility on the motion of particles. We end our paper with conclusions and outlook in Sec. VI.
II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS
In our Brownian dynamics simulations, there are N chainlike particles, each containing a linear array of n = 9 beads. Within each particle, adjacent beads are connected to each other via a harmonic bond potential of the form
2 , and each three neighboring beads are in addition linked by a harmonic bending potential
2 , where r is the center-to-center distance between pairs of beads and l b = 0.6 σ is the equilibrium bond length with σ the size (diameter) of the beads and θ the angle formed by the two bonds that link the three beads to each other. Furthermore, k b and k a are the strengths of the bond and bend potentials, respectively. The total length L of our particles is L = (n − 1)l b + σ . To make certain that bond lengths are essentially fixed during the simulations, we choose a large value for the strength of the bond potential, k b = 50 k B T /σ 2 , where k B T is the thermal energy with k B the Boltzmann constant and T the absolute temperature. The persistence length of our particles L p is related to k a via L p = 2k a l b /k B T [44, 45] , at least in the limit where n → ∞ and
1. In our simulations, we focus attention on ratios L c /L p = 0.09-0.31 of the contour length L c = (n − 1)l b of our particles in the stiff bond limit that we are considering and their persistence length L p . This allows us to investigate the effect of particle flexibility on the kinetics. As we shall see, particle flexibility has a large impact on their long-time diffusive motion.
All beads, excluding those that are direct neighbors in a chain, interact with each other through the repulsive part of a shifted Lennard-Jones potential,
where is the strength of the interaction potential, which in our simulations is equal to the thermal energy, so = k B T , and r is again the distance between the centers of mass of the beads. This potential mimics the soft screened electrostatic repulsion that acts between the charge-stabilized fd virus particles in the experiments of Grelet and collaborators [18, 41] . In order to prevent the formation of a smectic phase in our simulations and to mimic the self-consistent field that particles experience in the hexagonal columnar phase, we apply an external potential to all the particles (beads). This potential is a superposition of three periodic potentials in two dimensions,
where k is the strength of the external potential and q is defined as q = 2π/d where d is the equilibrium column-to-column distance. Note that this column-to-column distance also affects the bending fluctuations of our particles. This is because each particle is surrounded by six other particles and it is effectively confined in a tube with a diameter of d. It introduces a different length scale, the so-called deflection length λ, and is related to the persistent length of our particles, L p , and the column- [46, 47] . Our model for semiflexible chains is sensible only in the regime where the deflection length is larger than the bond length l b . In our simulations, this is always true.
To investigate the effect of polydomain structure of the columnar phase and the domain size on the motion of particles, we perform simulations on three system sizes with N = 12, 50, and 200 particles in each column. There are 100 columns in the simulation box, so our system size varies from 1200 to 20 000 rods. Initially, in each column, particles are positioned equidistantly on a line with a linear fraction ψ. The position of this line in the plane perpendicular to the columns is determined by the position of the minima of the external field. We apply reflecting boundary conditions along the main axes of the columns (parallel to the director) and, in the direction perpendicular to the director, we apply periodic boundary conditions. To suppress any smectic layering of particles along the director, which may result from flat boundaries, we place two fixed particles at the two ends of each column. These two particles contain n 1 and n 2 beads with the condition that n 1 + n 2 = n where n = 9 is the number of beads of the mobile particles in our system and n 1 is chosen randomly for each column (see Fig. 1 ).
We cannot exclude the possibility that the hexagonally ordered pinned particles by themselves stabilize a columnar phase even without the external field, at least if the system size is small enough. This presumably requires careful tuning of the intercolumn distance, which we intend to address in follow-up work. To keep full control over intercolumnar distances, we prefer to impose the external field in this work.
Our Brownian dynamics simulations are performed with the LAMMPS molecular dynamics package [48] . We add a custom potential to the LAMMPS code and implement the external potential of Eq. (2) in the code. We choose a time step of 5 × 10 −3 t * where t * is the unit of time, set by the self-diffusion constant of a single bead D b = σ 2 /t * . A particle made up of n beads diffuses with a self-diffusion constant of D = D b /n, at least in the free-draining limit in which we are operating [49] . The self-diffusion time of a particle is defined as
2 /D where L = (n − 1)l b + σ is the length and D = D b /n is the self-diffusivity of a particle. The self-diffusion time increases with the third power of the number of beads in each particle, n, i.e., the computational cost of a simulation for a given simulation time (in terms of τ D ) increases with the third power of n, apart from the fact that for a given number of rods, the total number of beads also increases with increasing n. Hence, to keep our simulations computationally feasible, particles in the simulations are made up of nine beads with aspect ratio of 5.8, which is much smaller than that of the fd virus that measures about 100.
To analyze our simulation data, we calculate the distribution of jump lengths and the self-part of the Van Hove function for each simulation. The self-part of the Van Hove function, G s (r,t) [50] , is a measure of the probability of finding a particle at a distance r from its position at some initial time, after a time interval of t. It is defined as [50] 
where N is the number of particles and the angular brackets imply an ensemble average. In order to separately study the diffusion of the particles along and perpendicular to the director, we decompose the self-part of the Van Hove function into two components: a component along the director, i.e., the z axis,
and a component perpendicular to it,
where R denotes the magnitude of the projection of r in the xy plane.
To obtain the distribution of jump lengths, we developed an algorithm to detect when and where jumps occur in our simulations. We divide the entire simulation time frame into intervals of 500t * and calculate the average position of each particle and its standard deviation in each time interval. We also calculate the mean standard deviation for each particle in each simulation by averaging the standard deviations over all time intervals. If the ratio of the standard deviation of the position of a particle along the director at a time interval to the average standard deviation of that particle exceeds a value of 3.0, we subtract the average position of this particle before and after this time interval, and record it as a jump length. This way, we obtain a set of jump lengths from which we calculate the jump length distributions.
III. CORRELATED MOTION IN THE COLUMNAR PHASE
As mentioned earlier, we apply an external potential of the form of Eq. (2) to all beads in order to stabilize the columnar phase. The free energy barrier that a particle needs to overcome to jump to another column is determined by the strength of this external potential k, the column-to-column distance d, and particle-particle interactions, i.e., the density. We choose a value for d that is comparable to the experimental values for the columnar phase formed by fd virus particles. For the fd virus system, the column-to-column distance measures about two to three times the diameter of the particles [41] . However, since the aspect ratio of our particles is much smaller than that of the fd virus, our particles have more rotational freedom for the same value of column-to-column distance. Therefore, we choose the column-to-column distance, d = 1.75 σ , where σ is the width of our particles, which is slightly smaller than the experimental value but at the same time sufficiently large to allow particles to overtake each other within a column.
In order to obtain a reasonable value for the strength of the external potential k, we tune this parameter to obtain values for the free energy barrier between columns that are comparable to those obtained from simulations done by Belli and co-workers [28] . To obtain the free energy barrier between columns, we calculate the mean-field potential that particles experience in the direction perpendicular to the director. This potential is defined as U (x,y) = −k B T ln p(x,y) apart form an uninteresting constant, where p(x,y) is the probability of finding a particle at position (x,y). After examining different values for k, we find that the height of the free energy barrier for k = 1.5 k B T , d = 1.75 σ , and initial linear fraction of ψ = 0.95 in each column is about 7 k B T (Fig. 2) , which is about the same as the free energy barriers obtained from simulations by Belli and co-workers [28] .
We perform our Brownian dynamics simulations with these parameters in order to see whether particles are able to overtake each other and engage in full jumps. In our simulations, there are 100 columns in the simulation box and, for the simulations we focus on in this section, each column contains, on average, 12 particles. Initially, these 12 particles are placed equidistantly with a linear fraction of ψ = 0.95 on the central line of each column, which corresponds to one of the minima of the two-dimensional external field. We find that overtaking events are extremely rare in our simulations, which is not surprising because the column-to-column distance is small and intercolumn interactions restrict the motion of particles in the direction perpendicular to the axes.
Instead, we find another mechanism that leads to fulllength jumps and that involves correlated loop-type motion of particles reminiscent of a vortex. We observe that in a background of barely moving particles, some particles in two, three, four, and so on columns simultaneously exchange columns at different positions and all particles in between them undergo a fast displacement that measures about a full particle length. The vortices are extremely rare and we have never observed more than one at the same time.
Shown in Fig. 3 are three snapshots of two columns in which this remarkable kind of correlated motion occurs. Note that in this particular example, only two columns are involved, but normally in our simulations more than two columns are involved. In the figure, four particles engage in the loop-type motion, two of which exchange columns at different positions and trigger the correlated motion. The other two stay in their columns and suddenly make full-length jumps, a number less than what we find on average in our simulations. On average, about four to five particles per column are involved. The heterogeneous dynamics involving fast correlated motion of a small fraction of otherwise almost static particles is not dissimilar to that found in colloidal glasses of spherical particles [43] .
IV. DOMAIN SIZE EFFECTS
As stated in Sec. I, optical textures obtained from experiments on the columnar phase formed by fd virus particles in water shows that this phase has a polydomain structure with grain boundaries [18] . From this optical texture, the size of these domains can be estimated to be of the order of 10 particle lengths. This rather small domain size may affect the observed motion of particles in the columnar phase. To investigate this, we perform simulations with N = 12, 50, and 200 particles in each column. There are 100 columns in these simulations with an equilibrium column-to-column distance of d = 1.75 σ and an overall packing fraction of 28%. Shown in Figs. 4(a)-4(c) is the displacement of three particles along the director corresponding to these three system sizes. As can be seen, the magnitude of the fluctuations in the trace of the particles increases with increasing the number of particles per column. For the case of N = 200 particles per column, the magnitude of the fluctuations is of the order of the size of a particle and full jumps are washed out by the fluctuations, i.e., are no longer discernible. This can be also seen in Figs per column increases, and for the simulation with N = 200, the peak has nearly disappeared due to the strong fluctuations in the columns. There is an indication of a broadly distributed fraction of particles engaging in half jumps.
More information on the motion of particles along (and perpendicular to) the column axes can be obtained from the self-part of the Van Hove function. Shown in Fig. 5(a) is the self-part of the Van Hove function for the displacement of particles along the director z, after a time interval of t = 5000 t * for the above-mentioned systems with N = 12, 50, and 200 particles per column. For the smallest system, peaks appear on the integer values of z/L where L is one particle length. This is similar to what has been observed in smectic-A phases formed by filamentous particles [7, 33, 37] . Due to the layered structure of the smectic-A phase, particles experience a periodic self-consistent molecular field perpendicular to the layers and therefore they mostly rattle around their position in a layer and occasionally jump from one layer to another. Because the layer-to-layer distance in this phase is about one particle length [33] , this rattling and jumping motion presents itself as peaks in the self-part of the Van Hove function similar to those we observe in our simulations. The mechanism of the rattling and jumping motion that also presents itself in our simulations on the hexagonal phase is different from that in the smectic-A phase. As mentioned earlier, in our simulations, particles in two or more neighboring columns engage in a loop-type correlated motion. During this correlated motion, some particles stay in their columns and make jumps with a jump length of about one particle length. The jump length is dictated by the particle-to-particle distance along the columns, which due to the high linear fraction of particles in the columns is about one particle length.
As mentioned earlier, for large systems, the full-length jumps are washed out by fluctuations in the motion of particles. This expresses itself also in the self-part of the Van Hove correlator presented in Fig. 5 , where the sharpness of the peaks on integer values of z/L decreases as the number of particles per column increases. The intracolumn fluctuations, on the other hand, also enhance the column-to-column jumps because as the size of fluctuations increases, the probability of the formation of a sufficiently large void in a column to receive a jumper from a neighboring column increases. This can be seen in Fig. 5(b) , where the self-part of the Van Hove function in the direction perpendicular to the columns axes is shown. For all values of the number of particles per column, N , there is a peak on R/d = 1, which indicates that the rattling and jumping motion also occurs in this direction, from one column to another. The height of this peak is smaller for the case of N = 12, meaning that fewer particles in this system are making intercolumn jumps.
Another important factor that dictates how easy it is for particles to engage in intercolumn jumps is the particle bending flexibility. In the next section, we shall discuss the influence of this factor on the motion of particles in the columnar phase.
V. EFFECT OF PARTICLE BENDING FLEXIBILITY
To study the effect of bending flexibility on the motion of our rodlike particles, we carry out simulations with two values of contour length over persistence length ratio, L/L p = 0.31 and 0.09. These values correspond to the length over persistence length ratio of the wild-type fd virus and its mutant fdY21M [51] . The rattling and jumping kind of motion that is discussed in this paper has been observed in the columnar phase of the fd virus, but not in that of the much stiffer mutant fdY21M. This indicates that bending flexibility enhances the looplike motion of particles in the columnar phase. To investigate this further, we calculate the self-part Fig. 6(a) ]. The height of the peak is smaller for the more rigid particles, confirming that particle flexing enhances the looplike motion of particles in the columnar phase. This is presumably because the free energy barrier between columns is reduced for more flexible particles, as these can bend and more effectively explore their direct environment, i.e., engaging in column-to-column jumps that trigger the looplike motion occurs more frequently for more flexible particles. To check this, we obtain the component of the self-part of the Van Hove function perpendicular to the columns axes, G ⊥ s (R,t). Shown in Fig. 7 is the component of G s perpendicular to the columns axes for the three system sizes and the two values of L/L p . Again, for all three system sizes, the height of the peak on R/d = 1 is larger for more flexible particles. This corroborates our suggestion that particle bending flexibility enhances the column-to-column jump probability. Interestingly, for the case of the smallest system, the difference between the height of the peaks corresponding to L/L p = 0.09 and 0.31 is larger than the other systems with N = 50 and 200 particles per column. This is probably due to the large magnitude of fluctuations in the larger system sizes. As mentioned earlier, due to the presence of these fluctuations, voids spontaneously form in columns and this makes it easier for particles to jump from one column to another without actually having to bend too much. For the case of the smallest systems, however, the magnitude of the fluctuations is small and the formation of large enough voids in columns is a rare event. Therefore, particles need to bend in order to reach other columns. This means that by increasing the bending flexibility, the number of column-to-column jumps increases, especially for small systems.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
Inspired by recent experimental observations, we performed Brownian dynamic simulations in a dense columnar phase of hard filamentous particles [41] . We find that most particles rattle around their equilibrium positions, but that occasionally some of the particles engage in a rare loop-type collective motion. Some of the involved particles exchange columns, push other particles that stay in their columns forward, and force them to suddenly engage in a jumplike displacement. We obtained the distribution of jump lengths and observe that for sufficiently small system sizes, there is a peak on a full particle length. For larger systems, the width of the distribution increases and for sufficiently large systems, the peak disappears completely. This we identify to be due to the increase in the magnitude of the fluctuations in the positions of particles as the system becomes larger. We also investigated the effect of particle bending flexibility on the motion of particles in the columnar phase by performing simulations with two values of the persistence length of the particle and found that bending flexibility enhances the loop-type motion of particles in the columnar phase, especially for the smaller systems. In our simulations, we needed to stabilize the columnar phase in favor of the smectic phase, which for the small aspect ratio of 5.8 is the more stable phase, by making use of an external potential and an uneven boundary. Future work needs to be done to obtain the phase diagram of long filamentous particles and to investigate whether particle bending flexibility destabilizes the smectic phase and induces the formation of a columnar phase.
